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List of Issues & Major Conclusions 
 

 The capital costs of ComEd’s purchase of receivables with consolidated 
billing (“PORCB”) project are prudent and reasonable and the project is 
used and useful as it has been placed in service and benefits customers.  In 
the interests of narrowing the issues, ComEd is presenting an alternative 
proposed allocation of costs between base rates and the PORCB cost 
recovery mechanism. 

 ComEd has revised the amount of Advanced Metering Infrastructure 
(“AMI”) pilot operating expense for which it is requesting recovery in base 
rates by reducing the amount related to anticipated costs from October 2010 
to June 2011 from $2.8 million to $1.3 million. The exact amounts are 
presented in the surrebuttal testimony of ComEd witness Mr. Fruehe. 

 ComEd’s work practice is to seal all meters following installation and/or 
maintenance.  A missing seal is one of several signs of potential tampering 
by the public and may in some cases present potentially unsafe conditions.  
Meter Readers do not seal meters found without seals because they do not 
wear the required personal protective equipment (“PPE”) to be safely 
protected from a safety incident.  To investigate these meters appropriately 
and safely, the meters are carefully inspected and then sealed by Energy 
Technicians, with the appropriate training and PPE, during theft 
investigations, consumption on cut meter investigations, or check and seal 
meter investigation orders throughout the year.  Fielding of these order types 
provides for more of ComEd’s meters in the field with cut or missing meter 
seals to be corrected. 

 As was stated in my rebuttal testimony (ComEd Ex. 36.0, page 26, 
lines 580-596), ComEd adheres to Section 280.80 of Part 280 of the ICC’s 
rules governing meter reads and bill estimation. 

 When a new account is set up, by customer request or taxpayer ID change, 
they are considered a new entity.  ComEd does not believe that it can 
unilaterally decide that the new customer will be switched to the old 
customer’s Retail Electric Supplier (“RES”) if the old customer was served 
by a RES. 
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I. Introduction 1 

A. Identification of Witness 2 

Q. Please state your name. 3 

A. My name is Fidel Marquez, Jr. 4 

Q. Are you the same Fidel Marquez, Jr., who submitted Direct and Rebuttal Testimony 5 

on behalf of Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) in this Docket? 6 

A. Yes. 7 

B. Purposes of Testimony 8 

Q. What are the purposes of your surrebuttal testimony? 9 

A. In my testimony: 10 

 I respond to the Rebuttal Testimony that James L. Crist submitted on behalf of 11 

Dominion Retail, Inc. (“Dominion”), regarding the costs of ComEd’s purchase of 12 

receivables with consolidated billing (“PORCB”) project.  I also respond to the 13 

Rebuttal Testimony of Mr. Crist, the Rebuttal Testimony of David I. Fein 14 

submitted on behalf of the Illinois Competitive Energy Association (“ICEA”), and 15 

a portion of the Rebuttal Testimony of Staff witness Theresa Ebrey regarding the 16 

PORCB project and the PORCB cost recovery mechanism. 17 

 I discuss the revised amount of Advanced Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”) pilot 18 

operating expense for which ComEd is requesting recovery in base rates (delivery 19 

services rates) by reducing the amount related to anticipated costs from October 20 

2010 to June 2011. 21 
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 I respond to the Rebuttal Testimony of Staff witness Mr. Rockrohr regarding 22 

meter seals. 23 

 I respond to the Rebuttal Testimony of Mr. Rockrohr and ICEA witness Mr. Fein 24 

relating to meter reading, estimated bills, and unbilled meters. 25 

 I respond to the Rebuttal Testimony of Retail Energy Supply Association 26 

(“RESA”) witness Roy Boston relating to customer name changes. 27 

C. Summary of Conclusions 28 

Q. In brief, what are the conclusions of your surrebuttal testimony? 29 

A. In brief, I conclude as follows: 30 

 The capital costs of ComEd’s PORCB project are prudent and reasonable and the 31 
project is used and useful as it has been placed in service and benefits customers.  32 
In the interests of narrowing the issues, ComEd is presenting an alternative 33 
proposed allocation of costs between base rates and the PORCB cost recovery 34 
mechanism. 35 

 ComEd has revised the amount of AMI pilot operating expense for which it is 36 
requesting recovery in base rates by reducing the amount related to anticipated 37 
costs from October 2010 to June 2011 from $2.8 million to $1.3 million. The 38 
exact amounts are presented in the surrebuttal testimony of ComEd witness 39 
Mr. Fruehe. 40 

 ComEd’s work practice is to seal all meters following installation and/or 41 
maintenance.  A missing seal is one of several signs of potential tampering by the 42 
public and may in some cases present potentially unsafe conditions.  Meter 43 
Readers do not seal meters found without seals because they do not wear the 44 
required personal protective equipment (“PPE”) to be safely protected from a 45 
safety incident.  To investigate these meters appropriately and safely, the meters 46 
are carefully inspected and then sealed by Energy Technicians, with the 47 
appropriate training and PPE, during theft investigations, consumption on cut 48 
meter investigations, or check and seal meter investigation orders throughout the 49 
year.  Fielding of these order types provides for more of ComEd’s meters in the 50 
field with cut or missing meter seals to be corrected. 51 

 As was stated in my rebuttal testimony (ComEd Exhibit (“Ex.”). 36.0, page 26, 52 
lines 580-596), ComEd adheres to Section 280.80 of Part 280 of the ICC’s rules 53 
governing meter reads and bill estimation. 54 
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 When a new account is set up, by customer request or taxpayer ID change, they 55 
are considered a new entity.  ComEd does not believe that it can unilaterally 56 
decide that the new customer will be switched to the old customer’s Retail 57 
Electric Supplier (“RES”) if the old customer was served by a RES. 58 

II. PORCB Project Costs and PORCB Cost Recovery Mechanism 59 

A. The Prudence and Reasonableness of the PORCB Project Costs 60 

Q. In your Direct Testimony and in your Rebuttal Testimony, you presented evidence 61 

that the costs of the PORCB project are prudent and reasonable and that it benefits 62 

customers.  Did any Staff or intervenor witness challenge the prudence or 63 

reasonableness of the PORCB project costs in their Rebuttal Testimony? 64 

A. Only one witness did so.  Dominion witness Mr. Crist challenges the reasonableness of 65 

the PORCB project costs in his Rebuttal Testimony, continuing to argue that the 66 

recoverable costs should be limited to $2,000,000 based essentially on claimed 67 

comparisons with costs incurred by ComEd’s affiliate, Philadelphia Energy Company 68 

(“PECO”), and costs incurred by the Ameren Illinois electric utilities (“Ameren”) 69 

(Dominion Ex. 3.0, page 5), as he did in his Direct Testimony. 70 

No other Staff or intervenor witness challenged the prudence or reasonableness of 71 

the PORCB project costs in their Rebuttal Testimony.  Staff witness Ms. Ebrey in her 72 

Rebuttal Testimony continues to propose to remove all PORCB project costs from rate 73 

base and thus from the calculation of the revenue requirement, with the costs to be 74 

reviewed in a future reconciliation proceeding under the PORCB rider.  Her proposal is 75 

based on her views regarding the Commission’s December 15, 2010, Order in the 76 

PORCB Docket (ICC Docket No. 10-0138) and the rider, not on any contention that the 77 

costs of the PORCB project are imprudent or unreasonable.  (See Staff Ex. 16.0, 78 
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pages 27-33)  In fact, she also states that the Commission, in the Order in the PORCB 79 

Docket, rejected Mr. Crist’s contention that the recovery of PORCB costs should be 80 

capped at $2,000,000 based on the comparisons to PECO and Ameren.  (Staff Ex. 16.0, 81 

pages 32-33) 82 

ICEA witness Mr. Fein indicated that he did not find the explanation of the 83 

PORCB project costs to be sufficient, but that was in relation to whether a sufficient 84 

explanation was given to establish that the costs should be recovered through the PORCB 85 

cost recovery mechanism rather than through base rates.  (See ICEA Ex. 2.0, 86 

pages 14-16)  He did not make any claim of imprudent or unreasonable costs. 87 

No other Staff or intervenor witness addressed the PORCB project costs. 88 

Q. Did Mr. Crist provide any new grounds in support of his proposal to cap the 89 

recovery of PORCB projects at $2,000,000 in his Rebuttal Testimony? 90 

A. No, with very limited exceptions.  Mr. Crist’s Rebuttal Testimony on this subject is a bit 91 

confusing, because he mixes together his old claim that the PORCB project costs are 92 

excessive with new or expanded claims that the costs are not sufficiently driven by 93 

PORCB service such that they should be recovered through the PORCB cost recovery 94 

mechanism. 95 

As to his claim that the PORCB project costs are excessive, he mostly relies on 96 

his prior claims regarding PECO and Ameren (e.g., Dominion Ex. 3.0, page 5), which I 97 

addressed in my Rebuttal Testimony, and which, as I noted above, Staff witness 98 

Ms. Ebrey has pointed out the Commission has rejected in the Order in the PORCB 99 

Docket. 100 
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Mr. Crist claims that ComEd was imprudent because it should have done more to 101 

consult Ameren (Dominion Ex. 3.0, page 8), but as I stated in my rebuttal testimony 102 

(ComEd Ex. 36.0, pages 19, lines 427-433) with respect to the Ameren docket, ComEd 103 

did not participate in Ameren’s docket and therefore has not reviewed the assumptions 104 

underlying Ameren’s estimates.  However, ComEd did began to gather information 105 

during the workshop process coordinated by the Office of Retail Market Development 106 

(“ORMD”), which was designed to address, among other things, the requirements of 107 

Section 16-118 of the Public Utilities Act.  ORMD held the first workshop in January 108 

2008, and since then a variety of stakeholders have participated, including utilities, the 109 

Staff of Commission, ORMD, RESs, the Citizens Utility Board, the Illinois Attorney 110 

General’s Office, and other interested parties.  Based on the input received during the 111 

workshop process, ComEd used its standard development methodology to gather the 112 

requirements and guide the development process for considering changes that will be 113 

implemented for billing and related systems.  By virtue of participating in ORMD 114 

workshops, ComEd was able to consult multiple parties.  We believe, as a result of the 115 

ORMD workshops, the PORCB figures reflect the prudent and reasonable costs ComEd 116 

has incurred and currently expects to incur to properly implement PORCB service. 117 

Mr. Crist again points to the $2,000,000 cap beyond which PECO was required to 118 

prove prudence (Dominion Ex. 3.0, pages 8-9), but, as I also explained in my rebuttal 119 

testimony (ComEd Ex. 36.0, pages 19-20, lines 424-454), ComEd undertook an extensive 120 

planning process that determined the requirements of providing the PORCB project, the 121 

$2.5 million figure related to the PECO project is not a total or cap, and the PECO project 122 

is not comparable to the PORCB project.   123 
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Mr. Crist criticizes ComEd’s contracting with four vendors without conducting a 124 

Request for Proposal process (Dominion Ex. 3.0, page 9), but, as I explained in my 125 

rebuttal testimony (ComEd Ex. 36.0, pages 8-10, lines 189-240), ComEd used its 126 

standard development methodology to gather the requirements and guide the 127 

development process for considering changes that will be implemented for billing and 128 

related systems. 129 

Mr. Crist also adds hyperbole, such as his phrases that “the Company has not 130 

shown restraint on the amount of cost it plans on throwing on the project” (Dominion 131 

Ex. 3.0, page 5, lines 58-59) and “gross overpayment for work that other companies have 132 

done for less” (Dominion Ex. 3.0, page 9, lines 156-157), but that does not add any actual 133 

facts to the evidence on this subject. 134 

   Otherwise, when Mr. Crist talks about whether the costs should be recovered 135 

from customers, he actually is talking about whether, in light of the cost drivers, they 136 

should be recovered under the PORCB cost recovery mechanism and, in that discussion, 137 

he often acknowledges that the project benefits customers.  (E.g., Dominion Ex. 3.0, 138 

pages 5-6) 139 

B. The Drivers of the PORCB Project Costs 140 

Q. You have indicated that Mr. Crist and Mr. Fein each have continued to express 141 

concerns about the extent to which the costs of the PORCB project should be 142 

recovered through the PORCB cost recovery mechanism.  You addressed the 143 

drivers of the costs in your Rebuttal Testimony and, before that, in your Direct 144 

Testimony.  Do you have any further response to their concerns as expressed in 145 

their Rebuttal Testimony? 146 
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A. Yes.  To begin with, ComEd shares Mr. Crist’s view and Mr. Fein’s view that this subject 147 

should be resolved in this case, as was discussed by ComEd witness Martin Fruehe in his 148 

Rebuttal Testimony. 149 

 All of the costs meet the standards for recovery through base rates, because the 150 

project is prudent, its costs are reasonable, and it is used and useful, but ComEd has 151 

proposed recovery through the PORCB cost recovery mechanism, and the Commission 152 

must make a decision about the extent to which the costs must be recovered through that 153 

mechanism under Section 16-118 of the Public Utilities Act.  The appropriate allocation 154 

of these costs to some extent is a matter of perspective, where reasonable people may 155 

have reasonable differences of opinion, although there should be no dispute that, because 156 

the project is prudent, reasonable, and used and useful, ComEd is entitled to recover the 157 

costs in full whether through one or the other mechanism or a combination.  (ComEd’s 158 

legal position will be discussed in briefing, if and as needed.) 159 

However, in the interests of narrowing the issues, ComEd is presenting an 160 

alternative proposed allocation between base rates and the PORCB cost recovery 161 

mechanism. 162 

Q. What is the alternative proposed allocation between base rates and the PORCB cost 163 

recovery mechanism that ComEd is providing in the interests of narrowing the 164 

issues? 165 

A. Without contradicting or waiving its positions in the PORCB docket and in Direct and 166 

Rebuttal Testimony in this rate case, ComEd could, in the alternative, in an effort to 167 

narrow the issues, largely accept Mr. Fein’s position as not unreasonable at a conceptual 168 

level.  Although ComEd incurred all of these costs as part of its effort to implement 169 
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PORCB, it would not be inconsistent with ComEd’s prior treatment of costs incurred for 170 

the provision of customer choice to recover the PORCB customer data warehouse 171 

(“CDW”) and Retail Office (market settlement system, supplied by vendor Ventyx) costs 172 

through base rates, while recovering the remainder of the costs through the PORCB cost 173 

recovery mechanism. 174 

Specifically, this would result in removing approximately $6.8 million in costs 175 

from the PORCB cost recovery mechanism, which represents the increase between 176 

ComEd’s original PORCB project cost estimate and the revised PORCB project cost 177 

estimate in Docket No. 10-0138, while recognizing that the cost subsequently has been 178 

reduced as discussed in my rebuttal testimony and indicated below.  Importantly, this 179 

approach, if accepted by the Commission, would resolve the recovery of some 180 

$6.8 million of costs now and avoid putting them at risk four years from now in the future 181 

PORCB rider reconciliation proceeding that will not begin until 2014. 182 

That is more than reasonable given that the actual capital costs of the project as of 183 

November 30, 2010, are $13,991,332, the forecasted capital costs for December 2010 are 184 

$1,727,742 (together, $13,927,100 jurisdictional), and the $2,695,000 of deferred 185 

operating expense, with ComEd’s CDW and Retail Office costs totaling $6,800,000, 186 

which include $700,000 of deferred operating expense. 187 

Q. Why has ComEd, in developing the alternative proposed allocation between base 188 

rates and the PORCB cost recovery mechanism in the interests of narrowing the 189 

issues, identified the CDW and Retail Office costs as the costs that would be 190 

recovered through base rates? 191 
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A. These costs represent costs largely required to accommodate the higher level of customer 192 

switching and shopping that can be expected in a market with PORCB service available.  193 

That is, while these enhanced functions are not required as such to effectuate the 194 

purchase of receivables and place associated RES supply charges on customers’ bills, 195 

they are a result of the obligation to provide PORCB service and they are required as a 196 

practical matter to achieve the customer choice objectives of the mandate of PORCB 197 

service.  Stated in yet another way, if not for the legal obligation to offer PORCB service, 198 

ComEd would not have made these enhancements, and thus would not have incurred 199 

these costs, any time in the foreseeable future.  Therefore, it is my understanding that it is 200 

ComEd’s legal position, to be addressed in briefing if and as needed, that these costs 201 

could appropriately be recovered through the PORCB cost recovery mechanism along 202 

with the other costs of the PORCB project.  On the other hand, to ICEA and Mr. Fein’s 203 

point, these costs are to enhance systems that ComEd is already required to maintain 204 

(ICEA Ex. 2.0, p. 15) and the costs of which historically have been recovered through 205 

base rates.  Thus, it is somewhat obvious that the most appropriate allocation of these 206 

particular costs within the PORCB project costs is not indisputable.  Therefore, in the 207 

interests of narrowing the issues in this case, ComEd suggests that these particular costs 208 

be recovered through base rates. 209 

Q. Staff witness Ms. Ebrey states that she has not been convinced that the PORCB 210 

project costs should be recovered under base rates rather than through the PORCB 211 

rider. (Staff Ex. 16.0, 31:646-649)  She further states, among other things, that: “A 212 

major concern in the PORCB Docket was the 40% increase in estimated costs that 213 

was raised late in that proceeding.  The explanation provided by the Company that 214 
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the increase was due to the allocation of costs to PORCB was never fully vetted due 215 

to the time constraints in that case.  Nothing has been provided by ComEd in this 216 

case to explain those cost allocations that parties could potentially take issue with.”  217 

(Staff Ex. 16.0, 31:655-657)  How do you respond? 218 

A. First, I do not understand Ms. Ebrey to be claiming that the PORCB project costs do not 219 

meet the standards for recovery in base rates.  (They clearly do meet the standard, as I 220 

discussed above.)   Rather, I understand Ms. Ebrey to be contending that ComEd has not 221 

shown that the costs should not be removed from rate base and considered in the future 222 

PORCB rider reconciliation proceeding that will begin in 2014. 223 

Second, as I indicated above, ComEd agrees with Dominion and ICEA that this 224 

subject should be resolved in this case, and ComEd should not be put at risk of not 225 

recovering some or all of these costs because in a proceeding four years from now it is 226 

contended that the costs actually should have been recovered through base rates rather 227 

than the PORCB cost recovery mechanism. 228 

Third, although Ms. Ebrey states that “Nothing has been provided by ComEd in 229 

this case to explain those cost allocations that parties could potentially take issue with”, 230 

two parties in this rate case, Dominion and ICEA, are disputing or questioning whether at 231 

least some of the PORCB project costs should be recovered through the PORCB cost 232 

recovery mechanism.  Thus, the cost recovery risk to ComEd is real.   233 

III. AMI Pilot Expenses for Customer Applications and Communications 234 

Q. Has ComEd revised the amount of AMI pilot O&M expense it is requesting 235 

recovery of in base rates? 236 
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A. Yes. ComEd has reduced the amount of O&M related to anticipated costs from October 237 

2010 to June 2011 from $2.8 million to $1.3 million. The exact amounts are presented in 238 

the surrebuttal testimony of ComEd witness Mr. Fruehe. 239 

Q. Why has ComEd revised this amount? 240 

A. The revision was made in response to the challenge presented by Staff witness 241 

Mr. Tolsdorf.  In his rebuttal testimony, Mr. Tolsdorf asserts that since only the 242 

unrecovered AMI pilot O&M costs incurred from September 2010 through November 243 

2010 are “known and measurable” they are the only amount that should be included in 244 

ComEd’s revenue requirement.  His proposal disallows any costs incurred from 245 

December 2010 through June 2011. Given this new level of uncertainty Staff has 246 

interjected, ComEd has revised its planned spend to the minimal amount to complete the 247 

pilot as the Commission ordered. 248 

Q. What types of costs has ComEd removed from its planned AMI pilot spend profile? 249 

A. After a thorough review to the costs, ComEd has determined that it can complete the pilot 250 

without spending approximately $1.3 million on communications about the CAP 251 

(customer applications) program and the AMI meters.  ComEd has also determined that 252 

some of its CAP program spends can be reduced without significantly affecting the pilot. 253 

Although the projected spend has been reduced, ComEd will include two direct mailings 254 

(one to end the pilot, the other to update energy efficiency education), plus reprinting 255 

brochures. Center for Neighborhood Technology (CNT) will be used to manage escalated 256 

customer Pilot queries that cannot be managed through ComEd Customer Care.  257 
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Additionally, individual customer education will be provided as needed, e.g. access to 258 

smart tools and education for low-income households. 259 

IV. Meter Seals 260 

Q. Staff witness Mr. Rockrohr in his Rebuttal Testimony expresses concerns about 261 

meter seals.  (Staff Ex. 21.0, pages 24-25).  How do you respond? 262 

A. ComEd’s work practice is to seal all meters following installation and/or maintenance.  A 263 

missing seal is one of several signs of potential tampering by the public and may in some 264 

cases present potentially unsafe conditions.  Meter Readers do not seal meters found 265 

without seals because they do not wear the required Personal Protective Equipment 266 

(PPE), to be safely protected from a safety incident.  To investigate these meters 267 

appropriately and safely, the meters are carefully inspected and then sealed by Energy 268 

Technicians, with the appropriate training and PPE, during theft investigations, 269 

consumption on cut meter investigations, or check and seal meter investigation orders 270 

throughout the year.  Fielding of these order types provides for more of ComEd’s meters 271 

in the field with cut or missing meter seals to be corrected. 272 

V. Meter Reading, Estimated Bills, and Unbilled Meters 273 

Q. Staff witness Mr. Rockrohr, and ICEA witness Mr. Fein, in their respective 274 

Rebuttal Testimony, express concerns about meter reading and estimated bills and, 275 

in Mr. Fein’s cases, unbilled meters.  (Staff Ex. 21.0, page 25; ICEA Ex. 2.0, pages 276 

8-10)  How do you respond as to the subject of meter reading? 277 

A. The six items relating to our meter reading practices referenced in my rebuttal testimony 278 

(ComEd Ex. 36.0, page 26, lines 580-596) still hold true; we are attempting to read in 279 
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accordance to Part 280 of title 83 of the Illinois Administrative Code, but we are 280 

prevented on some accounts for reasons that are outside our employees’ control.  ComEd 281 

is looking to an Information Technology solution that would help customer service 282 

agents, and others identify “Can’t Read” reasons, in ComEd’s Customer Information 283 

Management System (“CIMS”), to be discussed proactively when our teams contact our 284 

customers.  This will help document that issues such as a dog, locked gate or other 285 

structure, hazard, etc., is present and has to be mitigated.  Once these items are formally 286 

documented and captured in CIMS, we can proactively try to work with our customers to 287 

eliminate these items prior to meter readers trying to take a read. 288 

Q. Have there been significant delays in delivering meter data to Retail Electric 289 

Suppliers by ComEd?  290 

A. All accounts with a 100 kW or more of load have a probe meter, the probe meters have 291 

been read at greater than 95% since August 2010, which is in line with historical read 292 

rates. Most of the 60,000 RES-served accounts fall into this greater than 100kW category.  293 

ComEd plans to read these probe meters at or above 95% for 2011 as well. 294 

Q. Has ComEd put a plan in place to address delayed bills? 295 

A. ComEd is working on process improvements and assigning additional resources to 296 

mitigate the volume of delayed bills, targeting the end of Q1 2011 to return to lower 297 

historical levels of bills in delayed status.  Additionally, ComEd will focus on conveying 298 

updates to appropriate supplier contacts regarding delayed billed status throughout the 299 

monthly billing cycles. 300 
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VI.  Customer Name Changes 301 

Q. RESA witness Mr. Boston in his Rebuttal Testimony acknowledged that when the 302 

legal identity of a customer changes, ComEd has to create a new account, but he 303 

complained about the customer being dropped from RES service in that 304 

circumstance, and referred to his proposed “solution” to this stuation.  (RESA Ex. 305 

2.0, page 5)  How do you respond? 306 

A. When a new account is set up, by express request or in response to a taxpayer ID change 307 

indicating a change in the identity of the customer, the new customer is properly 308 

considered an entity different from the old customer.   ComEd cannot unilaterally decide 309 

that the new customer will be switched to the old customer’s Retail Electric Supplier 310 

(RES) if the old customer was served by a RES.   The legal grounds for ComEd’s 311 

position will be addressed if and as needed in briefing. 312 

Q. Does this complete your surrebuttal testimony? 313 

A. Yes.  314 


